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Dense Nuclear Matter in terms of Quark DoF is barely understood
Problem is attacked in vacuum   Faddeev Equations

Baryons as composites of confined quarks and diquarks
        

Bethe Salpeter Equations

quarks

hadrons
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NS masses and the (QM) Equation of State
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We do not yet account consistently for these phenomena when describing QM in Compact Stars...

Current reality is:
Bag-Model: 
While Bag-models certainly account for confinement (constructed to do exactly this)
they do not exhibit DCSB (quark masses are fixed).
NJL-Model
While NJL-type models certainly account for DCSB (applied, because they do)
they do not (trivialy) exhibit confinement.
Modifications to address these shortcomings exist (e.g. PNJL)
Still holds: Inspired by, but not based on QCD.

Lattice QCD still fails at T=0 and finite, relevant μ
Dyson-Schwinger Approach
Derive gap equations from QCD-Action. Self consistent self energies.
Successfuly applied to describe meson and hadron properties
Extension from vacuum to finite densities desirable and possible
→ EoS within QCD framework 

12/12/2009

Confinement and DCSB – state of the 
art



NS masses and the (QM) Equation of State



1st Order Phase Transition?



1st Order Phase Transition? 

2nd burst in SN ν signal



High mass NSs do not 
rule out QM cores 

They are no evidence neither. 

General problem: 
Which observable would 
convince that QCD phase 
transition happens in nature? 

Sagert, Fischer et al. →  
(PRL 2010)
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1st Order Phase Transition? 

Mass Twin Solutions



Mass Twins – Generic EoS

Alford, Han, Prakash, Phys.Rev. D88 (2013)

Measurement of objects with
- same mass  but  different radii
- distinct discontinuity in M-R relation
would indicate strong 1st order transition



Mass Twins … or Triplets?

Alford & Sedrakian, arXiv:1706.01592 



NJL Twins

Benic et al., A&A 577 (2015) 

Caveats:
- High stiffness for nuclear and QM EoS

Nuclear EoS:
    excluded volume

Quark EoS
    8-quark interaction (delayed but rap.         

inc. repulsion)
    2-flavor study



Bag Model from NJL perspective(TK, T.Fischer, ApJ , 2015)

obvious differences between NJL and Bag:   - DχSB   
     - confinement  
     - vector interaction 

u,d-quark 
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     - confinement  
     - vector interaction 

confinement 

Pressure Quark NJL/Bag 
Pressure Nuclear Matter 

Pressure not zero at χ transition 
Reduce χ bag pressure to match 
to nuclear EoS  

(Pagliara&Schaffner-Bielich PRD, 2008)
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Bag Model from NJL perspective (TK, T.Fischer, ApJ , 
2015)
obvious differences between NJL and Bag:   - DχSB    
     - confinement   
     - vector interaction 

s-quark 

Mass 
Pressure NJL 
Pressure Ideal Gas - Bag



Neutron Stars with QM core – vBAG vs BAG



Neutron Stars with QM core – vBAG vs BAG



Chiral + Vector: 

‘Confinement’: 

And, of course, chiral+vector+’confinement’ (Klahn & Fischer arXiv:1503.07442 ApJ 2015)

vBag: vector interaction enhanced bag model

DCSB

Vector Interaction 

Confinement 
(needs hadron EoS!)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1503.07442


Finite Temperature Extension (Fischer et al. 2016)

If performed in full analogy to bag model straight forward: T-dependent Fermi-Integrals 
However…  
1. chiral bag represents condensate and melts with T. Not necessarily an issue at low T up to about 50 MeV 

2. Enforced deconfinement at chiral transition 

3. Implicit medium dependence: 



Finite Temperature Extension (Fischer et al. 2016)
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Strange Quark Matter?



Absolutely Stable Strange Matter?
(very) brief review: 

Three essential papers:  
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Three essential papers:  

Key assumptions: Bag is a given, massless colored quark and gluon fields, boundary conditions ensure confinement
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Absolutely Stable Strange Matter?
(very) brief review: 

Three essential papers:  

Three important statements: 

1. Limiting case of original (MIT) bag model 
       (bag is filled with relativistic Fermi gas) 
 -> thermodynamic bag model 

2. Chiral symmetry is restored 
 bare quark masses 

3. Perturbation theory applicable 
 (more or less) 

2. and 3. are related.
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Absolutely Stable Strange Matter?
(very) brief review: 

Three essential papers:  



Absolutely Stable Strange Matter?
prediction of absolutely 
stable strange quark matter 
crucially relies on neglecting 
dynamical chiral symmetry 
breaking  for light quarks 

Difficult to confirm even if 
one assumes no DCSB for 
strange quarks at all 

(TK, T.Fischer, ApJ , 2015) 

Dondi, Drago, Pagliara (2017): 
Stable Strange Matter in chiral 
models if chiral symmetry 
restores ‘fast’ (at low density) 

That is: rather not chiral 

Massive  
light quarks

‘Massless’  
light quarks

Ms ms



Conclusions: 
Extended bag model 

Neat model which covers DCSB (NJL-like) and accounts for confinement (Bag-like) 

Quark matter cores: possible, 2f might be favored (careful: model dependent!!!) 
 2f QM can easily form significant core, repulsion! 

 3f QM is possible but even more model dependent  
(repulsion has to compensate additional dof) 

 Careful: Effective model, few constraints at large densities 

Temperature dependence is tricky due to extra terms but still feasible. 
-> Applications: mergers, supernovae, PNS, HIC  

Strange Stars: only if absolutely stable strange matter is more than a hypothesis 
 possible problem for hypothesis:  
 chiral symmetry breaking increases E/N significantly in SM domain


